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SCOPE AND CONTENTS!

The study, extending over two aumnira and one uni

versity year, waa an endeavour 1) to determine the exiatence 

and nature of an innate activity pattern in porcupinea under 

laboratory conditiona, 2) to determine the behaviour of por

cupinea in their natural habitat, 3) to compare field and 

laboratory data on the behaviour of the porcupine and 4) to 

determine the home range of the porcupine.
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INTRODUCTION

In spite of the vast amount of work and voluminous 

literature written on the fauna of the world, there are still 

many aspects concerning certain animals about which little or 

nothing is known* Andorson (1919) points out that through 

the channels of the Audubon Society bov<enbnd8, local bird 

clubs, natural studies in public schools as weH as through 

the technical guidance of scientific ornithologists, the ob

jects and methods of bird study have become fairly well known. 

In the study of mammae, however, our knowledge has not been 

developed as broadly or systemataaaiy. To the study of the 

combpailtive anatomy and physiology of the mmaor mam^mll.an 

groups, particularly where such knowledge becomes of direct 

importance to humans, considerable attention has been focused. 

The ecology of species and their life histories, however, are 

less weH known than corresponding relations in birds.

Dooblttcatnd mammas, because of long association with 

man, ere best understood. Still much knowledge of the more 

intimate life history of many of the game mammas, such as 

deer, elk, moose, and bison, is either lacking comb0leely or 

else the reports on them do not always agree. The decrease in 

numme^ of certain furbeen^ has served to embOhattn that

1
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mere knowledge about means of outwitting the animal during 

trapping seasons is not enough if at least the present popu

lation is to be maintained* Nor are the furbearers alene 

the only animals of eoonomio iraipptanoe to mankind* 1'any 

species of animals are of little value as food, fur, or skins* 

but are of great imiprtanoe to man otherwise. Home ore bene

ficial as predators on harmful species while others are detri

mental to man as hosts to diseases. From an agricultural 

paint of view, other forms are harmful by virtue of the damage 

they do to grain and fruit crops, and the predation on domes

ticated animals. Anerson (op«oit.) quotes Professor Hubert 

Osborn as saying, "Not u single fam product but is affected 

directly or indirectly by some animal activity.* Taylor 

(1919) feels much is yet to be learned concerning the follow

ing! means of detecting presence of particular species* 

habitat relations* interrelationships of species; times of 

activity; miration, hibernation, and estivation; mvfmennB* 

habits associated with feeding and drinking; relation 

chiafliienl6tiis and habits to existence and survival; breed

ing habits; nests, sheeters and pieces of resort; present 

and former status; and other information on periodicity, 

effects of daylight and glands, weeght, and dimensions. Jvon 

as late as 1946 Burt ma^inins that not enough is known about 

any kind of rnawnal to enable one to make a detailed statement 

of its noonomio status.

One of the oommoonnt of our forest animals is the 

Canada vorcupine, d reth-lson dorsatum. Tiis thesis is con-
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cerned with an investigation of certain aapecta of the biology 

of the animil, Although much haa been wrrtten concerning thia 

large rodent, yet despite its economic importance aa a destruc

tive animal in many foreated areaa, rarely haa the animal been 

the focua of iiteiaive field and laboratory atudy, Perhapa 

the lack of intenaive investigation concerning the porcupine 

may be aaaociated (1) with ita partly nocb-urna! habbta, (2) a 

lack of realization of the extent of the damage the animal ia 

capable of causing in certain areaa where foreat and agricul

ture are the lmportant iiiusarlea, and (3) a possible reluc

tance on the part of would-be investigatora to handle auoh an 

animal whose very nature and fora dem an da caution and care in 

handling,



eXTfiKT oy INVeSTIGATIQN
The studies embodied in thia thesis followed two 

main approaches. These were (1) a study of certain aspects 

of the ecology of the animal in its natural environment, and 

(2) a laboratory study of the porcupine in an attempt to 

determine ae near as possible under laboratory conditions, 

the innate behaviour of the animal in response to controlled 

factors such as light, ternpeeature, and huniddtya

Phase (1) of this investigation is based on field 

studies during the summer of 1952 at which tine the writer 

was employed by the Canadian Government to carry on survey 

of porcupine damage to forest trees at the Acadia Forest 

Experiment Station in New Brunswick. Field work on the por

cupine was also carried on at Snakeakin Lake in Hagerman and 

Burpee counties in Noothern Ontario during the summer of 

1953» The laboratory studies were carried out at Mactaaser 

Univverity, Haadlton, Ornario, during the 1952-53 winter 

session.

Belated studies

Only during the last three decades has new under

standing of the mm re intimate nature of certain animals been 

revealed through a study of their innate behaviour rhythms. 

Much remains yet to be tested in this analysis of

animal behaviour before a considerable m^e^t^ure of certainty

4
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of correct interpretation can be claimed.

Acording to Welsh (193<8)» light production, colour 

changes, retinal changes, meeabooic and activity

rhythms among animals may persist for long periods of time 

in the absence of changes in the external environment on 

which they are normally dependenn. Numerous studies «f 

persisting diurnal rhythms in animals have boe . 1 made and 

various suggestions have been offered to explain the per

sistence, but in no instance has there been a satisfactory 

experimental dernoonsration of the complete chain of events 

which keeps the internal rhythm, or cycle operating. Al

though much has been done in lower animal forms, the experi- 

mmi'inal study of diurnal activity rhythms in mairnnmas has 

been confined almost exclusively to rodents, and among the 

rodents the albino rat has received the mmst liietiiot.

Neither time nor space here would permit anything 

mom than a few references to the work of others on the 

study of activity rhythms of Raidas. Nor can but a brief 

mention be made of the results obtained in the studies here 

cited •

Browman (1937) in studies of the albino rat, found 

peaks of daily activity, during normal day-night, or during 

connrolled 12-hour periods of artificial light and darkness, 

occurred during the night or during darkness, Rewe'sial of 

the light and darkness caused a subsequent reversal of daily 

activity, Toonsant artificial light for a period of weeks 
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was found to cause fluctuations in the daily activity rhythms 

of the fenale rat. Peaks of activity occurred for five or 

six days during the sdar night, then, after one to three 

days of irregular activity, the peaks occurred during the 

solar day. Rats in constant darkness, and blinded rats, were 

found to maintain the rhythm of daily activity with which 

they entered the dark.

Richter (1927), studying the albino rat, found active 

periods at intervals varying from one to two hours. Also the 

activity within each period ie slight at the beginning, but 

increases as the period advances and reaches the maximum 

usually near the end. Richter associated these one to two 

hour activity peaks with the gastric movements of the animal 

and also a four day activity rhythm with the ovuuation cycle 

of the female.

Johnson (1926) showed a veil defined and persistent 

dally rhythm existed in the activity of the forest -iupousi, 

Perommycus. Plrom.VBous kept in constant darkness as long as 

seven months still continued to exhibit daily periodicity. 

Reversed illumination resulted in a reversal of activity 

period. Attempts to establish artificial days of sixteen 

hours length failed. Young mice born in darkness, and kept 

for six weeks with their parents, were found to have an acti

vity period which corresponded with their parents', which at 

the time was not in phase with the period of darkness outside. 

Johnson believed that the persisting activity rhythm of
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Peromyacua is not produced by, nor dependent upon, environ

mental conditions, but rather is of an internal physiological

rhythm.

Davie (1933) observed both the 1-2 hour feeding 

rhythm and the 24-hour activity rhythm in Mcrotm. The 

longer cycle was found to have its peak Cmaediately after 

sunset-even when the animal was fed different foods and at 

different times. The average amount of activity was found 

to fall away slightly during the night while after sunrise 

it became much reduced. Placed in darkness, the twenty-four 

hour rhythm of L.icrotus was maantained and though the pat

tern was somewhat different in character, the peaks occurred 

at the same time, i.e., Just after sunset.

Wilf (1930) found the Japanese dancing mouse to be 

more active at night between 6 p.m. and midnngit, and a sec

ond period of activity to occur in the early mooning hours. 

These activity periods were maantained in constant darkness 

except for slight shhfts in the onset of activity. Records 

were obtained on mice born and raised in darkness and a 

ma irked periodd-city in activity was found, although it was 

not correlated with outside day and night. Wolf recuded 

feeding and general activity separately and found the feed

ing period so regularly distributed over periods of high and 

low activity that he concluded there was no apparent connec

tion.

Griffin and Welsh (1937) found daily periods of

activity for bats to occur in the early evening and a second 
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period of lesser activity usually occurring in the early 

morning.

An internal twenty-four ho^:r cysle of metabolim 

was shown by Weethessen (1936, 1937) to occur in rats and 

man during thirty-six hour fasts. In both, the rate of 

oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production were high 

at the beginning of the run, dropped to a minimum at about 

the 16th hour, and then rose to a second maximum near the 

24th hour. After this, unpredictable variations set in.

A reviw of the literature has failed to reveal a 

single instance in which continuous activity recordings had 

been made using the porcupine. The most extensive exppei- 

meenal study of the porcupine appears to have been that 

carried out by Sackeet (1913) on the learning processes of 

the animml.



THE PORCUPINE

Bl^lluUop

Anerson (1946) indicates that one species of Canada 

porcupine is currently recognized in the genus Bro^ieon. 

A.though six sub-species are known to exist, by far the 

greater number belong to either the black-haired eastern por

cupine, B. d dorses~^i^m Linnaeus, or the yellow-haired western 

porcupine, £. d jenixanthus Brandt. The yellow-haired porcu

pine ranges over the plains and mnoudaint from Turtle ?auudaid , 

N.D, and Wood Buffalo Park westward, while the black-haired 

porcupine is found mminly to the east of that but occasionally 

occurring as far west as northern Brrtish Colunbia. In the 

overlapping zone iitlrgrldntioi occurs. It is because of this 

iitergrldstiod that Alndrtod considers the two types as be

longing to one species instead of two*

According to Taylor (193f?)» "the porcupine is found, 

with certain outstanding exceptions, throughout the forested 

area of the continent of North Amerca, meanly in Hurdoniad, 

Canadian, and Tranittioisl Zones". The animal is weH adap

ted for its occurrence in an extended series of hab^a^ 

which confine many other plants and anim^It(

Kingsley (1888) notes that the North Albnicad genus 

ZrethiZon is a transitional type in habits and form between

9
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the Old World ground-lovingjnon-climbing porcupine and the

highly arboreal species of South Anerica* Some of the latt

er possess prehensile tails.

Haajtat

Porcupines are found commonly in forests, containing 

rocky ridges, and coves, and have turned up in such excep

tional habitats as the tundra, grasslands, cities and fam 

crops. Because of the great diversity of its feeding habits, 

the porcupine possesses a great capacity for readily adapt

ing itself to a wide range of habitats. Dicks (1938) sugg

ests the posssbility that the relatively high humiddty of 

the coastal areas may be a limiting factor in the distribu

tion of the species rather than availability of food.

Maps showing the extent of distrihution of the 

Xiethizon porcupine occur in the works of Baird (1859), 

Alderson and Rand (194-3), and HaaOiton (1943).

Dens

The porcupine is an expert climier not only of trees 

iut also of the rocks among which it finds dens. The dens 

serve oaanly for sheeter against winter rains end snows. 

Here also the young are iom, The exact length of time that 

the newborn stay within the dens with the parent has as yet 

not ieen determined.

The dens used iy porcupines vary consideraily in 

size, depth, and form. Dens examined iy the author at the 

Noonan Ledges near the Acadia Station varied from sml!
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shelters formed by overlapping rocks to narrow crevices of 

sufficient height to admit a human adult with ease. The 

depth of such dene as shown in Figure 1 was found to extend 

fifteen feet or more back fom the entrance, the whole 

length showing signs of having been ocoupied. Judging from 

the amount of recent pellets found in such dens it would 

appear that the number of occupants varies directly with the 

size of the dens, HEanilton (1939) writes, "The larger dens 

may house a number of animals of mixed sexes, while the 

smaai cracks or shallow retreats in the rocks are used by 

single females as farrowing dens. It is comppratively easy 

to locate dens by the large number of damaged trees in the 

vicinity. Uuuaaiy the porcupine shows a marked preference 

for den sites which, have a southeasterly or southwesterly 

exp sure."

The porcupine is a very untidy housekeeper, the 

floor of ita den being liteeeed with peeiets and bit3 of 

sticks. In all the porcupine dens I had examined I failed 

to find any speccally prepared nests, although frequently 

winds carry spprl amunts of dead leaves within the dens. 

The smmei of urine is prominent throughout the den even long 

after the porcupine have left it. The lack of recently 

dropped pellets in the dens during the summmr investigation 

was considered as an indication that the dens in question 

had not been used by porcupines for a month or mm re previous

ly
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Nor are rocky crevices the only type of abod e stat

able as dens. Wi^ddf^a^l trees frequently serve for shelters, 

particularly during the suimmr monnhs. An odd porcupine 

rlsi-ence was found in the form an abandonned oildInm 

stove shown in figures 2 and 3*

■figure 1 - Th® deep narrow crevices among the rocks of the 
slopes at the Noonan Ledges frequently accord 
ample protection for porcupine against cold 
winter rains.
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Figures 2 and 3 * An abandonnod oildinm stove which had 
been used as a den by porcupine, relicts 
fill the drum te the level of the door 
opening*

^eiorlntlon

Tho name, derived from the Latin words meaning "pig* 

and *npine", is an excellent descriptive word, for the porcu

pine lo covered dorcally by a clhirroteeistically dense cost 

of sharp spiny quills* The ventral surfaces of the body, 

face and legs are free of quills* The eyes are small, black, 

and bead -like. The earn are almost comppetely hidden by the 

long hair and quills behind the eyes* The squat, strongly 

arched body is supported by short stout lege which are oov- 

nred with stiff hairs* The padded paws are naked, tough, 

and leathery; the fore yawn bearing four, sharp, grooved 

claws, the hind pofleeelng five claws* The gait is planti

grade* The blunt, triangular tall serves a triple function, 

that of defence, sensory, ■nd as a smarting apvondage,
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Taylor (1935) claims the weight of mature porcupines 

ranges from 1£ to 43 pounds. One animal I captured at the Acadia 

Station weighed approximately 30 pounds. OOhers taken by me 

ranged from 12 to 25 pounds. Geeeerlly I found the captured male 

to be somewhat larger than the female. Siapiro (1949) liets 

weights of animals captured by him as follows^

Maaes Jemmies

23.5
20.0

17»7 (gravid)

13.5 13-5 ,
10.0

Q t?
13.0 (gravid)

1:1 10
6.0 9.9 (gravid) 

6?
5.0

Weiigits in pounds of captured porcupines 
(Shapiro* 1949)

Two specimens kept in captivity by me for experimennal 

purposes from September 1952 mnil May 1953 eXiibited winter 

and spring pelage changes. The room in which the animals 

were caged was unheated unnil after Cristmas. In mid 

November both animals, but ^rticularly the male, developed 

a dense coating of long, fine, black hairs which practically 

hid the quuils except when the animals were aroused. Tnis 

undouutedly aids considerably in enabling the porcupine to 

withstand, as it does, the rigors of the mmst severe winner. 

During March, with the onset of warmer weather, the female 
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was noted to shad large numbers of quHls and hair in a rela

tively short time. The change in coat of the male was ob

served to occur later and mm re gradu^ly. Struthers (1928) 

claims that porcupine kept in captivity where the temperature 

never drops below J0° 'Firlrerdleit do not grow a thick winter 

coat. Colour variation is not unusual in this species of 

p3rcupine--ranging from light brown to black. For example, 

Brown (1948) describes the find of a yellow-haired eastern 

Canada porcupine. Gennraaiy these animals are dark brown or 

black. Albino porcupines, although extremely rare have been 

noted by Shiras (1906, 1911), Struthers (1928), Benard (1941), 

Amerson and Rand (19-43).

The quHls of the porcupine are actually polified 

hairs. Messer (1947) claims that they are formed from numer

ous hairs joined together. ClIPPPnly the quHls lie flat 

against the idipi's body and point caudad. The quills are 

loosely attached by a slender root embedded in a specialized 

layer of mmoles Just below the skin. ConTactim of this 

layer causes the iIPnpeiats erection of the quHls when the 

porcupine is stimulated. The tip of the quHls are covered 

with microscopic, overlapping retnee scales. The barbed 

action of these scales combined with the pplcclar activity 

of the victim move the whole quHl inward once a penetration 

is affected. A whhte crystalline substance with myriad of 

microscopic air spaces forms the core of the quHl. These 

dupprlus air spaces render the quHl buoyant in water, and 
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aid the animal in its BWirmmng. Gaaiielt^n (1928) suggeEts 

the ooBttiiiity that the Bootming of the q^uils, and the 

consequent reduction in their efficiency as a means of pro

tection, causes the porcupine to seek shelter of rocky 

ledges at the time of wet weather. Cooneming the effect 

of moisture on porcupine quH^ found in the digestive tract 

of porcupine oin^i^■tirs, Quick (1953) writes, "The porcupine 

quuils found in the specimens reported here were examined 

under a compound microscope. All except one ehort qul.ll 

were found to ba frayed at the insl. It appeared that 

either digestive or abrasive action, or both, had begun a 

reduction of the quuils. Several quHls found ,fill-flinting’ 

in the abdomen appeared to have lost effective onliltrnoiilty. 

Microscopic examination revealed that the barb scales were 

either worn away or very soft. Body fluids m.glrt have a ten

dency to soften the qunis. The fact thet quuils were found 

piercing the stomach lining and other organs indicates that 

some time is required to reduce the qul.ll to relative harm- 

llttiltt. Vaniatiids in the length of the quuils found show 

that such a process is possible. Some quuils, it was noted, 

were reduced to lengths of about four billibelers. Those 

found in the organs of the abdominal cavity probably were in

gested with hide and flesh."

Genses

Before discussing the behaviour of the porcupine, a

few remarks concerning the means of directing those activities 
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of the animal may be appropriate here. A conBideration of 

the lXtlrn1l eedsle ' based on field observations of the por

cupine nay explain many of the modes cf response of the 

animal to its environment.

On numerous occasions, particularly at the

Lake location, I had been able to approach closely to porcu

pine feeding on aquatic vegetation before they showed any 

apparent signs of recognising ray presence. This delay of 

response suggests that either the sight of the porcupine is 

not very well developed or else, as in many other animals, 

there is a natural reluctance to respond to slight and grad

ual environmeeinal changee. The meaority o^ the enemies of 

the porcupine approach swiitly. A slowly approaching object, 

therefore, may not be codsi-ere— as a potential source of 

danger. Once I had been discovered standing near by, the 

animals stopped fel-ing and turned from side to side sniffing 

the air. A note of andryadCl generally frlOowld during which 

the porcupine would diaater its teeth for varying lengths of 

time, further response varied. from me animal to the next. 

A few, after a pause of two minutes or more, reeimed. feeding 

along the shoreline. Others, however, generally moved slowly 

toward the shelter of the forest a few feet away. Spencer 

(1950) notes that porcupine, like many other animals, seim to 

discern and take alarm at a moving obbect but pay little or 

no attention to a motioi^^less one.

The sense of touch, on the other hand, is widely em

ployed by the porcupine. While climbing, each step forward 
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is explored and tested with the forepaws iefore the full 

weight of the hody is applied. Descent from a tree is accom

plished iackwards, the tail shifting from side to side "feel

ing" the trunk slowly and deliberately. Dec cent along 

eloping large iranches of trees, however, is accom mUshed 

while travelling forward. The long stiff hairs which project 

^yond the quuils of the iody also appear strongly sensitive 

to touch. On dum^e,nus occasions I have gently touched the 

long hairs of the iack of quiescent porcupines. The response 

was invariaily an instantaneous hristling of the qui.lls end 

a turning of the tail in my direction.

The sense of Ernei among pjrcupines appears to ie 

fairly weei developed and is frequently used in feeding. The 

animals were often seen to sniff along a twig unt>il they 

reached leaves iut a few inches away. One might suggest, 

therefore, that limitations in the development of the porcu

pine's eyesight are compemated for iy the greater develop

ment of the sense of smeei.

Like the sence of sight, field observations indicate 

that the sense of hearing may he poorly developed in the por

cupine. Particularly whilr feeding or retting, porcupine 

appeared to fail to detect many warning sounds of danger 

which would have frightened away a more keenly animal.

Aximals feeding along the shore of Lnakeskin Lake could fre

quently ie approached with ease hy walking in shallow water 

along the shore. A poaciile explanation for this may occur
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in the fact that none of the natural enemies of the porcupine 

are aquatic, and therefore, the animal may have no reason to 

fear danger from that direction. In the woods, however, a 

snap of a twig was found to be sufficient warning to alert 

any porcupine. The response was invariably a retreat to safe

ty, moving cautiously at first and then, if danger persisted, 

retreating in haste. As with other animals, one might mime 

the association of certain sounds with the concept of impen

ding danger, whhle other sounds, by the process of condition

ing, are merely attributed to the natural environment and are, 

therefore, disregarded. While observable responses to such 

crude auditory stimuli do not appear to be the best criteria 

for measuring hearing, yet only one study could be found in 

the literature coneerning the extent of the range over which 

the porcupine may actually hear. Saakeet's psych oogical 

studies (1913) showed that the porcupine respond more sensi

tively to sounds of lower than higher vibration rate such as 

the rustling of leaves or the rum^bing of distant voices. 

He suggested that the vosktizatisd of the species indicates 

a fairly wide range of tonal discrimination. The female 

possesses a high-pitched scolding yelp, whhle the more quies

cent male courts in a mmffled humnmng tone. Authors who have 

attempted to describe the vocatizrtisd of the porcupine in

clude Batchelder (193O)» (1931)» Seton (1932), and

Saunders (1932)*

Several features of particular interest concerning 

the voice of porcupine were noted along the shore near the 
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camp site on Snakeakin Lake. Almmst invariably it was the 

high-pitched cries of the females that repeatedly awoke me 

during the nights and necessitated investigation. From the 

ten to twelve foot elevation of the promennory upon which the 

tent had been pitched, a porcupine could be detected for sev

eral hundred feet along the shore by using a powweful flash

light, If the area was searched during the hours between 

9 p.m. and 2*30 a,m. in response to the sound of snapping of 

twigs along the shore, gennrally either a baby porcupine or 

a large non-vocal male animal was found. On the other hand, 

if search was made in response to the high pitched voice of 

the female, not only could she soon be found, but almost in

variably there was another porcupine near by as weei. The 

second animal was either a large mml^ another female, or a 

young animal The female generally appeared to be either 

more intolerant of the presence of other porcupine, or per

haps, maantained contact with her young by calling. Also, 

more often than not, only during the evening hours did the 

noisy eecouneerieg between female porcupine and others of the 

same species occur. Female and young driven in different 

directions from the camp site during the night hours could 

frequently be heard vocally approaching one another near the 

upper reaches of the wooded ridge behind the camp. Nigitly 

activity and vocalizatioe gennrally began shortly after sunset 

and ceased as late as 4?45 a.m.

Novemeens

The movemmetB of porcupine are of two main types, 
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seasonal and intraseasonal or daily feeding moveueens*

According to Gaarlelson and Horn (193O) seasonal movemoets

are definite and pronounced* They are governed by climatic

factors and depend upon the rainfall and the nature of the 

winter precipitation* In the more humid Northweet, the 

spring movements connist of a slow and deliberate miration 

from the cliffs and lava runs to mourrtain meadows and valley

farms in search of succulent food* With the approach of the

first cold rains, there occurs a more rapid movement back to 

the shelter of the dens, in which the porcupine remain for 

varying periods during stomy weet-her* The fall and winter 

feeding in these regions is usually within a quarter of a 

mile of the rim rocks* With the meeting of the snow in the 

spring, and the growth of ground vegetation, the animals re

sume their ground feeding habits, moving again from the cliff 

regions as the season advances* Sven in locaaities where 

there are no marked elevations, the movement is toward loca

tions which offer greener food during the summer* In the 

drier regions, where both water and the resultant abundance 

of vegetation is lacking, GGri,ielsun claims the migration 

extends over a greater area than in the more humid coastal 

regions. In general, these moveimnns depend upon the avaai- 

mity of food and sheeter. Seasonal migration has also 

been noted by Struthers (1928), Couch (1932), Taylor (1935)» 

and Spencer (194-6, 1950) •

The intraieaional, or strictly feeding movements of 
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the porcupine are less definite, and, although they are in 

the general geographical direction of the seasonal migrations, 

they are si^:^:ly foraging activities. A more detailed discus

sion of this aspect of the study is given under the section 

on home range.

Naaural History

In spite of ths abundance of po]pllar literature on 

the porcupine, there exists, however, gaps in accounts of 

the life history of the adippi. Frequently literature dis

cussing the same phases has been found to be contradictory 

and thus leaves the impression that much more study of this 

animal is indicated.

Curis and Koicky (1944) suggest that porcupines 

are not usually considered as gregarious when absent from 

large permanent denis. Although Seton (1929) sometimes found 

a dozen gathered at a lumber camp, he ppintaided that these 

were accidental meetings. They are drawn together, not for 

each other's company, but for attractive foods not found 

elsewhere in the area. It is only during the mating season 

that they aggregate in groups. Breeding generally occurs 

during September and Occober. Sven in mid-July, however, a 

male porcupine at Snakeskin Lake was seen to assume maaing 

behaviour by the presence of a female, hurnnmng to her and 

showering her with urine as he stood up on his haunches and 

approached her. Following breeding, they return quickly to 

their solitary ways. With a gestation period of about seven
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mcrnnhs, as indicated by Shame (1948), young are usually

bom during Appri and May. only one offspring is

born at any one time, although in po^onal conwreation with 

forestry personnel at the Acoalin Station, reports of two 

young a year were meale. These reports, however, were uncon- 

fimrnd and the ooottbility exists that one female was caring 

for her own and one of separate parentage may have been noted 

instead. 'The poossbblity of two young is also mentioned by 

Keyes (1934). Kay (1932) claims he had killed a female por

cupine as it was crossing his field in June with five im- 

bbturn ones following heir. Seton (192*9), on the other hand, 

banntnins that twins in each family appears to be the general 

rule. It would be interesting to determine whether any cor

relation e^io^ts between the litter size and the latirudl at 

which the animals are studied.

Diring the study I did not have the op]o)itunity of 

observing a live porcupine younger than approxim^a^ly one 

month old. Seton (1929) claims the young of the porcupine 

are well developed at birth, having teeth, open eyes, half 

inch quHls, and being fully clothed with black hair. The 

pLnoei'tn dries and drops off within twenty-four hours. 

Spencer (193O) notes that a newborn porcupine taken prebanure- 

ly by him in a caesarean operation, was capable of walking 

within fifteen minutes of emergence. One of the first 

noticeable babbits of the young animal was the chaaanOeristio 

flips of the tail when disturbed. Hamiton (1939) states

that the young are very precocious and eat leaves and tended
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shoots within a day or two of birth; however they apparently 

nurse for about a week.

Play among young porcupine is described by Heaniiton 

(1939)i Siadle (1944), Tryon (1947), and Spencer (19£0). The 

young sm become id-epen-ent of the parents. Neeeerheless 

they frequently follow the parent female as she moves about 

foraging for food. At 2^00 a.m., June 29» 1953 at Snakeskin 

Lake, I stood for more than a quarter of an hour holding a 

flashlight on a porher porcupine two feet away as she suckle- 

her young near the edge of the lake. A animal fed on

aquatic plants which had drifted ashore ten to twelve feet 

away. This specimen may, or may not, have blld the male 

parent of the young. Several baby porcupine marked during 

the study at Snakeskin Lake were siii repeatedly with the 

same marked adult parent animaas. Tyron (1947) suggests that 

the instinctive ten-edcy of the young to follow closely any

thing moving away from it serves in the wild to keep the 

young close to their parent.

Although generally a docile animal, porcupine do on 

occasions strike at me another with the tail and make noisy, 

snapping pivemiets with the prominent incisors. Kay (1932) 

describes fierce fighting between two male porcupines. Un

like mm st other victims, however, the porcupine possesses 

the ability to extract some of the quHls received in such 

encourners. Ca•miron (1949) relates an occasion during which 

he observed a porcupine removing quHls which had become em-
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bedded in the body. With the hope of observing the method 

of copuuation among porcupine, I had aioowed on several 

occasions the two animals I had in captivity to move freely 

about in a large room for aeveral hours. Frequently the 

male became sexually aroused and, standing on its haunches 

approached the femmle. She, however, being quite unrecep- 

tive, paspptly struck the male under the jaw with her tail. 

Six or seven quUlls became firmly fixed in the skin. He 

withdrew sufficiently to be out of range of further blows and 

deliberately curling his claws as best he could, managed to 

extract four of the larger quHls. I removed the remaining 

quUlls when he returned to the cage.

The growth of porcupines is rapid during the first 

seven mmo^he, foioowed later by a much slower rate. "If this 

change in growth rate coincides with the onset of pibbety," 

suggests Tryon (1947), "It would appear that the male porcu

pine of this species (Erethizon erixanthum) can perhaps mate 

in December of its first year." Shadle (1951), on the other 

hand, suggests a porcupine can sire in sixteen months after 

birth. Struthers (1928) pptntalds a more conservative view 

that male and female porcupines reach maam-lty at the end of 

the third summer and autumn respectively.

Porcupines are generally M^s^ogrm^s^sl although cases 

of repeated mmting have been noted by Shadle (1948) and Struth 

ers (1928). Struthers believes that the species may breed 

twice each year, as he has seen young ones weighing two or
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three pounds in September and in January. Considerable die-

crepancy appears to exist among various narrations on the 

position assimed during copuUatiod among porcupines. Baylor 

(1935) cites three accounts of oise^ed eopuUatiod related 

to him. The description of the posture assumed iy the ani

mals differed in each case. Shsaile (1946, 1948, 19?1» 1952) 

describes copuUatild among porcupine kept in o^a^pi^'^l.ty.

No certain methods for determining the age and lon-

givity of porcupines in their natural habitat could ie found 

in the literature. Taylor (1935) estimates the life span of 

Srethizod epixanthim as ieing aiout twelve years. Brown (1925) 

claims that a Malaccan porcupine (Hytrix lingcauda) received 

at the Pniladelphia Zol^logieal Garden on March 10, 1903, died 

on April 11, 1921--with a life span of more than eighteen 

years. Perhaps the latter species have a natural life span 

which ie conBideraily greater than that occurring among 

£retiizsd.

The fisher (partes 1^00^^) and man are among the

most successful enemies of the porcupine. Attacks on porcu

pine iy fisher are descriied iy Schoonmaker (1938) and Abbot 

(1945). Other authors describddg attacks iy coyote on porcu

pine Include Sperry (1933), Keier (1935) and Yurie (1951)» 

Hamiton and Ruusel (1939), Rollings (194?), Vos (1953) on 

attacks iy iobcats; Muugrave (1927) on attacks iy molludaid 

lion; Weaver (1939) iy gray fox; and Kenddil (1944) descried

attacks iy hawks and owls.



DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREAS

The Aocalia Forest Experiment Station

Located approximately fifteen miles northeast of 

Fredericton, New Brunswick, the Acadia Forest Experiment Sta

tion encompasses 34.5 square miles of forest within the limits 

of the Burpee Game Refuge.

The area, underlain by the Caaboniferous Formation, is 

of the rolling plateau type, the general topography sloping 

from a 600-foot elevation in the northeast to a lOO-foot level 

in the extreme south. The land is unsuitable for farming, the 

over-burden being sandy, gravelly soil with occasional outcrops 

of sandstone. The tributaries of five smaai streims cor^nsitute 

the only water-ways of the Station area. The area is typical 

of much of New Brunswick with forest com^sed of even-aged 

stands, for the most part of fire origin, with many age classes 

being represented. Prevalent forest types are balsam-fir, 

black spruce, pine and intolerant hardwoods such as maple and 

ash.

Under the present working survey plan, north-south 

blazed lines ten chains apart have been cut through the for

ests of the Acadia Station. Tils pattern extends across the 

entire forest from the east boundary to the weet. Each of 

these blazed lines then had permanent working plan plots of

27
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1/1C acre established along its length 10 chains opc^rt. Each 

of these sections of an acre was marked by aluminum stakes 

bearing the number of the put. In addition a square sheet 

of aluminum also bearing the number of the aLlt was nailed to 

the tree nearest the center. Almmot 2,800 such permanent 

working plan survey plots were established on the Acadia 

Station.

hunm Ledges

Situated two mies west of the northwest corner of the 

Acadia Station, yet still within the limits of the Burpee 

Game Refuge, exists the Noonan Ledgef-a typical porcupine 

denning area. The ledges extend app:rox:Lmae^ly for one Mie 

in a north-suth direction. A densely wooded valley 200 to 

3OO feet across separates the steep rocky slleta. Along the 

borders of the ledges, among the boulders and crevices, numer

ous porcupine dens were noted. Noonan Brook, which eppeits 

into Indian Lake south of the Station, flows along the base 

of the western elope of the ravine. D^t^s^j>te the shalloe 

depth of the soil, w.hte end wire birch, aspens, pppets, 

spruce, fir, and w'lh^'te pine are plentiful, particularly in 

the valley and Just beyond the top of the ledges. These pro

vide ample feeding paiteiil for the concendrited porcupine 

popuUatild which appears to have inhabited the region in the 

past. Dens along the upper third of the slopes of the Noonan 

Ledges were usually found to show signs of having been in

habited by porcupines mm re frequently than those along the 

lower levels. This preference for dens along the upper lev
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els may be governed by the fact that less snow would tend to 

accumulate there during the winter, or a greater avatlabillty 

wf food in regions beyond the rim of the ledges. In an in

vestigation of a randomly selected area of two acre size 

along the eastern slope of the Noonan Ledges, I found evidence 

of 102 dens of various sizes having been occupied periodically 

in the past seasons. No recent pellets could be found in the 

dens during the mid-simmer investigation*

Snakeskin Lake

For a period of five weeks commencng on June 8, 1953» 

the investigation here described was carried on in Northern 

Onnario* Situated approximately 25 miles north of Parry 

Sound, Ontario, Snakeekln Lake as seen in Figure 4 extends in 

an east-west direction, partly in the county of Hagerman and 

partly in the county of Burpee, Of glacial origin the lake 

lies between high, bare rocky surroundings which at some 

points along the north shore rise seventy to eighty feet 

above the level of the lake waaers. The south shore has more 

gradual elevations and fewer rocky outcrops* The lake, al

most four mi.es long, ranges in width from little over 150 

feet across at the narrowest pjrtion to approximaaely 3/8 

mie across the widest region* Tile the average depth of 

the lake, based on six readings taken along the center of 

the lake, measured 26 feet, numerous shore inlets and pro

tected coves were shallow enough for the growth of patches
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of water lillies, rushes, and horsetail.

The prominent species rf trees surrounding the lake 

were maple, elm, birch, pitch pine, spruce, cedar, and alders. 

Several dense alder swamps drain into the lake from both the 

northern and southern shores.

A mill clearing and an abandoned farm were found along 

the sand road whiah passed by the western end of the lake. 

Anooher clearing approximately twelve acres in area was loca

ted along the southern shore if miles from the road. An un

occupied log cabin and a stable were located in this olearing. 

Two other shacks are located at widely separated points 

along the north shore approximaaely f and 1£ miles respective

ly east of the clearing. Several logging trails led to the 

waBrrBd^g^e from the southern woods. Along the greater ex

tent of the shoreline, numerous drift logs and trees have 

been washed up onto the rocky shores by wind, wave, and ice. 

These play a leeding role in the activity of the porcupines 

observed along the ihooerine--paaticularly as shoreline ex

tensions used by the animals in acquiring aquatic vegetation 

growing in waaer.

A brief note concerning the names I had designated 

for various points along the lake should be interjected at 

this time. The camp was located along the north shore at the 

end of a slight promontory approximaaely 1 3/8 miles from the 

western end of the lake. The shoreline iodenaatiro immeddaae- 

ly west of the ca^j^si'te is referred to as Camp Cove. The
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narrowing of the lake £ mile west of the camp ie referred to 

as the We^it Narrows, while a similar narrowing £ mile east 

of the oamp is designated as East Narrows. On the southern 

shore 3/8 mie southeast of the oamp is the Clearing--an 

abandoned fam of approximately twelve acres area and now grown 

over by shrubs, alders and weeds. Buildings still standing 

on the clearing include a log cabin referred to here as the 

Slack and used only seasonally by hunters, a emaH horse stable 

also of logs, and an outhouse. Behind the buildings was an 

old stump which had at one time boon saturated with salt solu

tion to attract porcupines and thus protect the buildings. 

Only a smaH fraction of the large stimp remains and is still 

frequented by porcupines. Imueddaaely west of the clearing

is an area named Wei; Cove--the location of the most frequent 

observation of porcupines at Cakeskin Lake.

Figure 4 - Snakeskin Lake and surrounding territory. Geergian
Bay lies to the left of the map, Parry Sound, Ontario 
at lower center.
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Figure 5 - Snakeskin Lake showing campsite and surrounding area.



METHODS

The ecological studies of the porcupine carried on at 

the A Acadia Station were done in connection with the survey of 

damage by porcupines to the forest trees, and in studies at 

the Noonan Ledgea. Many of the observatione recorded at the 

time were included under sections describing the porcupine and 

its habitats.

In order to become more fa^iiiar with the topography 

of the Station and the biology of the porcupine prior to the 

actual damage survey, I spent several weeks of extensive ran

dom searching for porcupines over a greeter part of the 22,000 

acres of the Acadia Station. Because of the limited transpor

tation facilities, mutch of the road travel accomm!!shed in 

this phase of the study was done after supper hours when a 

large army jeep was available for this purpose. Tiis time of 

day proved rather favourable for such observations.

During the course of recording the damage data, obser

vations on the porcupine were noted whenever poosible. In 

travelling from one working survey plot to the next, either 

my student assistant or I concendrrtei on following the often 

obscure L.-S. blazed line, leaving the other free to follow a 

zig-zag course to note the presence or evidence of porcupine, 

Denning areas encountered during the survey were briefly exam

ined at the time, the exact location with reference to plot 

33
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numbers marked on the field map, such ae shown in Figure 6, 

and the area Us'ted to be re-examined once the damage survey 

itself was completed.

In an endeavour to learn more concerning the feeding 

habits of the porcupine during the summer mmoths and on the 

nature of the parasites which appear to infest the digestive 

tract of mm st or all porcupines, it was hoped that one por

cupine a week could be killed, brought to the Station labora

tory where the viscera were to be removed and preserved in 

gallon Jars using 15 per cent formaldehyde solution. During 

the course of the sum^e^er, the viscera--inclading stomach, in

testines, heart, lungs, and kidneys-- of twelve porcupines 

were preserved and forwarded first to the Naaionel H^rbaritm, 

National Museum, Ottawa, and then to the Institute of Perasst- 

ology, Maadonald Coiege, Quebec, for analyses of stomach con

tents and parasites respectively.

In order that the results of the extent of damage in

flicted by porcupines on the Acadia Station might be better 

understood, it was felt desirable thet some estimate of por

cupine poppuation be made. Such a study as described by 

Curia (1944) could best be carried on after a light snowfaM 

when the animals could be foioowed by their footprints, and 

no longer would the concealing element of foliage be present. 

Such a poppuation survey as described by Cuutis, neceesstates 

the employment of many more individuals than could be afforded 

for a similar study at the Acadia Station. An alternative
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Figure 6 • Map of the Acadia Forest Experiment Station, 
Sunbury County, New Brunswick, where the survey 
of porcupine damage was made during the summer 
of 1952.
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plan was instituted whereby each individual working in the 

forest at Accaiia was to submit a weekly census sheet record

ing information on any porcupine encountered on the Station 

during the week* Firther questioning of the census takers 

added mom information. The location of each observation was 

plotted on a large map of the area.

A brief note may be made at this point on methods em

ployed in the capture of porcupine both at Aoadia and at 

Snakeskin Lake* Several methods are described by Taylor 

(1935) and Spencer (1950)* At the Accaiia Station I employed 

a iimplified method in capturing porcupine* Whnever animals 

were encountered in the woods at times when no available trans 

portation back to the Station quarters could be had, it was 

found that the animal could be frightened up into selected 

troes where they would remain for several hours before ven

turing down again. During thia interval arrangements for the 

capture could be made* Trees for such use were chosen with 

the point of view of facilitating the crptlre--ceuuiing either 

a smaai tree for the animal to climb, or else choosing a tree 

beside which stood another which could be climbed at the time 

of the capture. Then tapping the nose of the porcupine with 

a leafy branch, the animal can be made to descend to wating 

cages•

An alternative method of capturing porcupine wMle 

alone was to endeavour to capture the animal with a noose*

Using a short stick, the animal can easily be cornered. Then,
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mooring very slowly so as not to frighten the animal, a noose 

of strong cord 2 to 3 feet in length can be carefully placed 

over the porcupine's head, or preferably behind the front 

legs. Once tied, the animal could easily be led back to the 

road and lifted into a tool box in the Jiip. Using this meth

od it was found possible to capture animals without causing 

any bodily harm or loss of a large number of quHls.

Ocooatonally it was found passible to turn the speci

men over on its back with a stick. With the stick then placed 

across the n]iiban's chest, a noose could be placed over either 

hind foot just above the ankle. A'llmls so tied could either 

be carried short distances whhle lifted combOeeely off the 

ground, or be avowed to walk along a directed route.

Snakeskin Lake

Whe't^as the studies on the ecological aspect of the 

porcupine at the Ac{aiia Station had been oar^ed on incidental 

to the survey of the damage, studies at Snakeskin Lake were 

designed more so®lifionlly to study the animal itself. The 

main nmbOLhnit of the studies here were as foioows:

(1) to determine the nature and periods of activity of the 

porcupine in its natural environment;

(2) to determine the possible home range of the animal

during summer months in such an environment, and

(3) to determine, if pjssible, whether any correlation 

exists between activity records derived in the labora

tory with activity as observed in the field.
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In order that a porcupine encountered at various loca

tions on the lake from time to time could be recognized as the 

same animal, it was necessary that a marking scheme be worked 

out which would not only be lasting but also simple enough in 

method that it may be rkkspplished easily.

For marking animals various methods are advocated in 

the literature. Among these are tagging the ear or other 

parts of the body, toe clipping, ear notching, marking with 

paints or dyes. Tagging as a means of identification, it was 

feLt, would present two serious disadvantages in marking such 

an animal as the porcupine; first--the constant danger that 

the tag may be pulled out either rcciiendally or intentionally 

by the animal; and secondly, the use of a tag of any practical 

size would still deceetttrte repeated capture of the animal 

each time it was to be identified. The same o^eicti-on was an

ticipated toward the use of ear notching or toe clipping as a 

means of iiendifikatisd. To attempt recapture of a marked 

animal when found resting far out on a limb of a tall elm tree 

at a height of 40 to 60 feet above the ground would not only 

prove ippratCicrl but also somewwat dangerous. A method where -» 

by an animal encountered even at such height might easily be 

identified from the ground would be much mmre ideal. For this 

purpose the best solution appeared to be to mark the animals 

with paint. Six cans of paint of white, red, yellow, orange, 

blue, and pale green colours were included in the equipmmen.

Once the m^f^ns of marking had been decided, there re
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mained the problems of (1) capturing as many porcupines as 

possible in a five weeks period, (2) the means of applying 

the paint so as to distinguish one painted animal from an

other, and (3) the search for animals already painted in 

order to determine the home range*

Cutis and Kozicky (1944) describe a type of funnel

shaped net of sheet metal used by them in tagging the ears 

of small animals. I employed a similarly shaped net. The 

net is shown In Figure 7* The net consists essentially of 

three pieces* (1) a 12-inch hoop from a wooden nail keg, 

(2) a strip of fine mesh chicken Wre, 30 Inches by 48 in

ches, and (3) a binding piece of ordinary bale wire. The 

narrow end of the net, tapered to 4 inches in diameter, was 

closed off by two perpendicular lengths of bale wire. The 

whole net weighed but a few ounces, yet was strong enough to 

hold the largest porcupine captured.

The capture of animals encountered along the shore

line or in the clearings was relatively simple wwile using 

the described net. Each time an endeavour was made to app

roach as near as possible to the animal before it became 

aware of danger. To achieve this, various tactics proved 

helpful-such as approaching slowly, quietly, toward the wind 

and whenever possible, walking in water rather than chancing 

the accidental snapping of a twig underfoot. Porcupine feed

ing on waaer lillies and other aquatic vegetation along the 

shore seldom appeared disturbed by the slight adddtional
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Figure 7 - 'The wire net used in the capture and marking of 
porcupine at the Snakeskin Lake location of field 
study. (Rule over the end of the cone is in 
place only to show relative size.) 
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splashing sounds which might ie caused iy a person walking 

along the shore or the paddle of a canoe. Once, however, the 

porcupine sensed danger, the animal would cease feeding and 

iegin to chatter its teeth as it slowly looked aiout. If no 

pursuit was made, the animal either resumed feeding after 

several mi^ur.et, or else moved away slowly into the woods.

If aolOofed, it dmlidOaCely iegan to run, thus ma king capture 

difficult iy darting this way and that under brrsh, thickets, 

and fallen trees. Gennrrdy it was found that the aolOowed 

porcupine resorted to escape hy cliobing a tree only after 

other evasive methods proved unsucccssful.

More frequently, however, it was found possihle 

either to approach the porcupines without causing alarm or 

else get close enough to facilitate easy capture either iy 

overtaking the animal and pouting the net down over the ani

mal from behinO, or, as occurred on a few occasions, iy hold

ing the net directly in the line of retreat. In the latter 

instance, the animals ran directly into the net. Once in

side, the net need iut ie turned upright and one foot placed 

on the larger edge of the hoop. The animal is harmlessly 

trapped and then painted with ease.

In the course of the studies at the Acadia Station 

and at Snalkesfcin Lake, four separate methods of marking por

cupines with paint were used. These were as follows: first, 

using an oil can container with a long spout and a thumb

conn rolled plunger mechanism for forcing the paint from the 
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can* Such an apparatus had advantage that the animal might 

easily be marked even from several feet distant. The neces

sity of a paint solvent to wash the apparatus clear of 

paint before it hardened inside discouraged its use at 

kin Lake, Secondly, using the net, it was but a simple mat

ter to merely pour a smII quannity of paint through the wire 

netting onto the animal* The use of a wire netting rather 

than the mom enclosed sheet mseal type of net not only fac

ilitated painting, but also by pouring only a smaai qutaimty 

of paint onto the animals and allowing th<m to turn somewhat 

in the net, the paint was found to smear over large enough a 

body surface so as to be identified from fifty to a hundred 

feet away*

A third method of applying paint was found useful when 

only a smaai amount of thick paste remained in the bottom of 

the oan and would not pour* There again the net was used* 

The paint was applied at the end of a stick which could then 

be touched to the animal* Such a method was particularly 

applicable when it was desirable to paint only the top of 

the head, about the snout and paws, or on other limited re

gions*

The fourth method required neither net nor snare of 

any sort. On several occasions, such as at the old, much- 

chewed stump in the clearing at the Snakeskin location, it was 

found pjssible to come up behind a porcupine so preoccupied 

chewing at the saltlick that it could be marked before it be- 
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fine aware of danger. On other occasions, porcupines feeding 

from the end of rocks or logs pii^lotj^ng out into the lake 

could be cut off from retreat and if aporo•aohnd slowly, pre

ferred rather to be pointed than to dive off to swim ashore. 

At other tm.es, porcupines found sluping in ^.^1 trees 

could be painted by climbing to e. slightly higher level than 

the animal and pouring paint down over it.

The use of various coloured paints in marking porcu

pine has several distinct advantages over other methods which 

might have been used. First, by the use of assorted colour 

oibbii^i^r^ions and various patterns over the body of the animals, 

a large number of animals can be pointed without oonnlloting 

iloeeitlint. Secondly, the paint appears not to harm the ani- 

m^als. TUrd, the method is rapid. An animal can be caught 

and painted in a few Then too, even if the animal

swims away, very little, if any, of the paint washes off.

Aiimals found weeks after having bun painted can be recognized 

just ftu easily as im»mdianely after the marking had brn^r, applied.

During the five weeks at Snakeskin Lake, forty-five 

porcupines were painted. Ae more and more porcupines were 

painted, it bncnmn necessary to use two colours on the same 

animal. Table I lists the colours and patterns used on the 

forty-five porcupines painted at Snakeckin Lake.
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TABLE I

Porcupines and Colour Patterns Used in Painting them at 
Snakeekin Lake

Porcupine Bate Point of Ccpture Pattern Used

>1 June IO/53 eat of Camp Yellow on right 
side

P2 June 11 Behind tent Yellow on left 
side

P3 June 11 Atop ravine be
hind Camp

Red on right 
side

>4 June 11 Weet Cove Red on left 
side

P5 June 11 □hack landing Red mid irurap 
(large)

>6 June 11 Shack landing Red mid rump 
(small)

p? June 11 Shack outhouse Red tail
(large)

>8 June 11 Stump Red band on 
neck

P9 June 12 At canoe at
Camp

Orange on right 
side

P!0 June 15 f mile NW of
Camp

Orange on left 
side

>11 June 15 Stump Yellow mid rump 
and tail

>12 June 15 West Cove Yellow head and 
tail

*13 June 16 W. edge of 
Clearing

Yellow right body
white left body

*14 June 16 Clearing 
landing

White head, yel
low rump

*15 June 1? Stump ■lite on right 
side
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Porcupine Date Point of Capture Pattern Used

>16 June 17/53 Slack outhouse Wite on left 
side

*17 June 18 Stump Red on right, 
yellow on left 
side

*18 June 18 Weet Csve Red on left, 
yellow on right 
side

p19 June 19 Camp Cove Red on left, 
wMte on right 
side

*20 June 19 Same, W. shore Red on right, 
whhte on left 
side

*21 June 24 Camp Cove Yellow snout, 
neck, tip of 
tail

*22 June 30 In front of tent Blue right 
front

*23 July 1 West Cove Blue on right 
side (Baby of 
>7>

*24 July 1 Camp landing Blue tail 
(Baby)

>25 July 1 Across lake from 
Camp

Blue rump and 
tail

>26 July 1 South shore, Weet
Narrows

Blue top of 
head

P27 July 1 W. of West Cove Blue on left 
side

>28 July 1 C,mp Cove Blue band on 
neck

*29 July 2 Extreme S. of 
Clearing

Green left 
rump (small)

>30 July 2 Wei; C>ve Green on left 
side
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TABLE I - continued

Porcupine Date Point of Capture Pattern Used

P31 July 3/53 Weet Cove Green head and 
tall (large)

p32 July 3 West Narrows Green head, Blue 
tail (large)

p33 July 4 Weet Cove Green right, 
blue left

P34 July 4 f mi, W. of Camp 
S. shore

Green left, 
blue right.

*35 July J Camp Cove Green left head, 
blue right rump

P36 July 5 Camp Cove Blue head and 
tail, green rump

p37 July ? West Narrows, 
S. shore

Green head, blue 
tail (small)

P38 July 5 E. of Weet Narrows, 
N. shore

Green snouth, 
right paw, both 
sides and tail

p39 July 5 Clearing landing Green head and 
tail, blue rump

*40 July 5 West Cove Blue snou^ , tail, 
mid rump

»41 July ? Behind Shack Blue right head, 
green left head

*42 July 6 W. of Vast Cove Green right head, 
blue left head

'43 July 6 Weet Cove Green band on neck, 
blue tail (Baby)

*44 July 7 W3U Cove Blue mid neck to 
rump (Baby)

**5 July 7 Camp Cove Green mid snout 
to neck
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To determine wheeher animals found at connlierable 

heights were imirked or not, and if so, in what manner, usual

ly presented no great difficulty. A loud shout or a well 

hurled stone was sufficient to cause the animal to move, dur

ing which time the pattern of marking could usually be deter

mined if present. To catch and paint such animals, however, 

presented a more difficult problem. To throw sticks and 

atone^-even when often striking above the animal-more often 

than not would cause it to climb higher and even more out of 

reach. To climb such trees of 20- to 30-inch d.b.h. whose 

lowest branches too were at a considerable height, proved 

ipprrtkioal.

One successful solution was found to entice such ani

mals to climb down from their lofty perch. When it wns found 

that neither sticks, stones, nor shouts could arouse one such 

animal from its sleep, I went back to camp and returned with 

a .22 caliber rifle. A shot which chipped a piece of bark an 

inch or two in front of the sleeping porcupine's snout was 

sufficient to waken the animal. It began to climb further out 

onto the limb but another similarly placed shot caused the 

animal to retrace its steps. Within two minutes it had climbed 

backwards to the ground and made off into the dense thickets.

The same procedure was attempted with another much 

larger and less coopprative porcupine. Three shots caused 

this animal to descend approximaaely one-half way to the ground 

but then it darted up another large branch. Since I had no 
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marking paint with me at the time, I permitted the animal to 

climi to safety. With careful aiming, however, it is felt 

that the method might ie used successfully in capturing por

cupines which would otherwise have to ie arnowed to go un

marked uiSH such time as they might ie caught on the ground* 

Perhaps a sling shot would prove Just as effective and prac

tical.

The hopes of finding a porcupine early in the day and 

then observing its movemiatt throughout the whole day in an 

endeavour to determine the nature and periodicity of its ac

tivities were difficult to realize. On drmirlrt occasions 

animals found in the clearing were observed for varying 

lengths of time from some distance. Svennuully the animal 

iec^ame cautious and gradually moved toward the woods, stopping 

frequently at first, turning around to listen, and then mcoying 

away with dderectidg speed. Thhir actions were no longer typi

cal of feeding porcupines. In the woods definite pathways of 

retreat are aolOofed unil at last, if the pursuut is continued, 

the animal climis a tree.

Rather than elncennrcte on the activities of m typi

cal porcupine throughout the day, therefore, it was felt that 

a large number of observations on as many porcupines as poBsi- 

ile would give an activity picture more C'liirateeiBtic of the 

animal as a whooe. The date, hour, llectild, and activity of 

each animal encountered were recorded in the field with the 

hope that a summary of all the observations would give a gen
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eral pattern of activity of a typical porcupine day.

Several difficulties and limitations were encountered 

in searching for the porcupines I had painted and released. 

The fact that I was alone limited the area of forest through 

which I could search in any mit of time. Wheever the canoe 

was combined with woods travel, it was always necessary to 

circle about to return to the pjint at which the canoe had 

been pulled ashore which involved time.

To search and study the entire length of the lake and 

its surrounding area would have been imprracical for one in

dividual. Since I was oampted approximately one-third of the 

way up the lake on the northern shore, the main location of 

study was centered in an area a mile in each direction from 

the camp. Several visits were made each week by canoe to the 

western end of the lake, whhle the eastern extremity of the 

area was visited but three times in the five week period.

Although no strict schedule was foUowed as to which 

part of the woods were to be searched each day, an attempt 

was made to alternate observations along the north shore with 

those along the south shore. For several daylight hours after 

rains the search was limited to travel by canoe or to search

ing in the vicinity of the clearing across the lake.

Nor could any definite procedure be followed during 

the search in the woods. Tins of one or more colours and the 

net were carried on all occasions of travel through the woods 

or on the lake. Tall elm trees which projected above the 
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dense canopy of maples were particularly searched, mainly from 

atop rocky outcrops, clearings, or ridges. Numerous swampc of 

various sizes were crossed throughout the search and pathways 

foioowed as far as pjesible.

Tie nature of much of the Snakeskin Lake forest added 

another difficulty in the search for painted procupine. In 

many regions the dense regeneration of young maples ranging 

from three to ten feet high hid the ground, while another can

opy at twelve to twenty-five feet almost shut off the view of 

the sky and taller trees. It was often only by chance alone 

that seme animals were found. By staggering the hours of meals, 

and by checking each sound of porcupine heard about the camp 

during the night--even to the point of arising four or more 

times in one night and at as late as 4:45 a.m.—an almost 

twenty-four hour cycle of observations was made. Also on two 

occasions a search was made on the shoreline and clearing ac

ross the lake as early as 5*45 a.m. A heavy mist blanketed

the area. No animals were found stirring at that early hour. 

On several occasions porcupines were observed and foloowed as 

they moved along the shore from approximaaely 8:00 p.m. unnil 

weei after midnnght. Animals observed by bright moonnight or 

by the whhte paint used in marking them, could be easily fol

lowed in the canoe. ./herever in the course of the porcupine’s 

travel a steep rocky ledge at the water’s edge n^<^<^£^£^i^'tat^€^d a 

detour, the animal was heard going off into the woods for a 

short period of time and then returning just beyond the obstruc-
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tion. A daylight examination of the line of travel followed 

by the porcupine showed a clearly worn pathway had been fH- 

lowed. The path deviated from the shoreline wherever a pre

cipitous obstruction occurred. On several other occasions 

as weei, porcupines were observed travelling definite path

ways for several hundred feet after which the paths became so 

divided and faint as to be no longer clearly discernable. 

Sackeet (1913, page 72) in his use of the maze in studies on 

the learning process of the Canada porcupine almaentsd on 

the pathways as follows, "No one, however, can follow the nat

ural trails of the porcupine without feeling that these ani

mals tread a maze every time they creep out after food. Tieer 

paths, particularly in the fall and winter moorths, are some

times worn deep into the ground, winding for miles through the 

underbrush, ferns, laurels, and shrubbery; they go around large 

rocks, over smaHer ones, under logs and over stone walls, 

creeping in and out with almost endless branching, crossing 

and shunting. Wien the more formal problem of a laboratory is 

interpreted in the light of this instinctive behaviour of the 

animal, the superior abblity of the porcupine in maze running 

may be explained upon a lower basis and in a more natural 

fashion than is otherwise poosible."

E^i^<^rim^r^n^al Methods at McMaaser U^ni^eer^jlty

In an endeavour to determine whether porcupine possess

an innate pattern of activity, and the nature thereof, two ani-
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male were used in experiments at the McMasser Biological 

Research Station. Of the two animals, the larger male por

cupine- -"Uncle Baldwin"--was studied during most of the ex

perimental work wrtil his death in late April. After this 

time studies were repeated emptying the female porcupine-- 

"aiinne". The female had also been used during an eight day 

recording period Just prior to (Crrstmas.

The activity studies were designed to be carried 

out in two phases: (1) under as near to normal cond^i-ons as 

possible; and (2) un^e:r controlled experimeenal conations. 

The term "normal conations", as used here, meant the allow

ance of natural variations in tempneature, light, and rela

tive rumdity. Wndt^rr "conticllei conditions" an attempt was 

made to limit or control each of these factors by enclosing 

the animal and instruments in a large box in which there was 

a continuous source of light at first and continuous darkness 

later. Temprerture and relative huniddty could be kept more 

or less constant within the box. With cappivity, it was real

ized that the habitual freedom of movemeen, the natural selec

tion of food, and many other influencing factors had been 

radically altered. Yet it was felt that once accustomed to 

the new surroundings, if an innate pattern of activity existed 

within the animal, such a pattern would evenliually be revealed • 

To determine the nature of such a pattern, a means of con

tinuously recording the activity was devised.

Figure 8 shows a drawing of the apparatus used in re

cording activity of the experieental porcupine. A captivity 
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cage containing the animal was fastened by two bolts to one 

end of a piece of half-inch plyboard atrip five inches wide 

and six feet long. The other end of the plyboard was cl amped 

almost perpendicularly against one wall of the room. The 

back of a chair placed under the plyboard between the wall 

and the suspended cage provided a moveable filcrvm.

Figure 8 - Sketch of the activity recording apparatus.

By moving the dair nearer to or further away from the 

cage, the recording sensitivity of the tutirndrd cage could be 

regulated. The further the dair fulchrim was placed from the 

cage, the greater was the rppiltuie of vertical s8cillatSsdt 

caused by the movemmets of the caged animal. Geneaaiy o^<^ci- 

latisdt of only two to three inch rppiitude were found most 

satisfactory. Leading from the top center of the cage, a 

strong thread extended to a pointer lever fastened to a stand.
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The pointer en8crdbed vertical arcs on a slowly moving 4-foot

continuous strip of kyimgraph papeir, supported on two kymo

graph drums. In addition a signal maagnet and a timer marked

off a time record in intervals of m minute.

Once a 24-hour period of activity had iiin recorded, 

the kyramgraph paper was removed and the hour intervals marked 

in along with other information on date, experimental d^dii- 

tilnt, and the animal used. The record was made riim|ate|st iy 

dranii8dld in a thin solution of wute shellac and then per

mitted to dry.

The animals were fed and the record paper changed at 

9:00 am. each day. An endeavour was made to run experiments 

on consecutive days under same cmditilds unil a similarity 

of pattern appeared to ie eX^h-bited.

For the "controlled" experiments, the room in which 

the activity recording apparatus was set up was heated. In 

addition, a large insulated iox 6 feet iy 4 feet iy 4 feet 

was constructed to house the animal with its suspended cage 

and part of the recording apparatus. By this m^e^na, light, 

temp^at^e, and huiiilety could ie m^ore readily cmdrollid.

Under the controlled emdetilds a De M^hoiLnsky th emu - 

regulator was used to operate two blackened light bulbs for 

heating the large iox in which the suspended cage was then 

enclosed. A wide flat tray containing two large sponges and 

approximately a gallon of water and placed on the floor of 

the iox to keep a constant high huiidety. Temirirture read-
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ings immediately beside the suspended oage were constantly 

recorded. The sane type and quantity of food waa served to 

the experimental animal throughout the experiments. A goo**e 

neck lamp with a 60 watt bulb and projecting out over the 

wire mesh top of the cage wee used as a constant source of

light when such was needed.



DATA ON ACTIVITIES

*eedinr

Beoauee of the succulent nature of the food itself,

and because of the porcupine's habit of chewing itR food well, 

little of value could be determined concerning the species of 

vegetation consumed by the porcupine during the summer months 

from analysis of stomach contents submitted to the National 

Museum, Ottawa. Accual field observations on feeding porcu

pine proved to be a more rewarding approach. A list of the 

species of nematodes and cestodes occurring in abundance in 

each of the specimens submitted, however, is to be found in 

the report prepared on the Acadia Station damage survey for 

the Department of Resources and Development, Ottawa by 

Riadvanyi (1953).

The great diversity of the feeding habbts of the por

cupine may perhaps be a leading factor in its successful 

survival. Primarily the feeding habbts of the porcupine vary 

considerably with the region considered, the tvatltbelity of 

the natural feeding meaerials, and. the season of the year. 

During the observational periods in the summer months, feed

ing was concentrated almost exclusively on vegetation growing 

at ground leve^-herbs, leaves, grasses, and various types of 

water vegeeation. During the winter, on the other hand, be-

56
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cause of lick of ground vegetation, feeding is strictly 1^^- 

esl in nature. It is in this period that most of the damage 

is ciused to the forest trees by porcupines. Whle enows 

coyer the surface vegetation, the porcupine feeds on the soft 

underbark and cambium layers of n wide variety of trees--mainly 

softwoods. Although certain preferences appear to be eXiibited , 

yet almost nny tree in the forest is susceptible to attacks. 

The two knen-ldged incisors of both upper and lower jaws cut 

two clesn im prints resulting in long, slanting parallel teeth 

mirks which conn-rist sharply with the short, rough-edged marks 

ohasa10eeistio of rabbits, deer, nnd mice.

The feeding bovembnis of the porcupine appear almost 

always to be hurried. Porcupines observed feeding along the 

shores st Snakeskin Lake were tnnn st times to move along 

the shore and hurry out to the drift debris in attempts to 

reach the ireis of succulent water lilies. If no vegetation 

was to be had, or could not be reached, the animals would 

hasten back to the shore and try again from another log. The 

onrfo:lminon may be repeated many times until an area of abun

dant nnd easily rnaoh€d vegetation is found. On two occasions 

two separate animals were foioowed by onndn more than n half 

mile along the thdrn as they searched for ireis of plentiful 

water lilies. One of these animals, (Pj^) was first enodrn- 

tered st app^oxim^rtely 8:30 p.m. one evening nnd was foioowed 

for . hours along the shore st which time n fertile feeding 

ground was found. At 12:30 am. the animal moved off into the
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woods. The same animal was found shortly after daybreak the 

next morning as it moved back toward the point at which it 

had been originally seen the evening before. During mld- 

afternoon the animal was seen back at the original point of 

observation. The travel did not appear to be repeated 

nightly.

The forest types, and cmsequenniy the feeding habits 

of the porcupine, were different as noted at the Actolla Station 

and Snakeskin Lake locations. Whreas the prominent tree 

types at the Acadia Station were red spruce, intolerant hard

woods, black spruce, and pines, dominants at Snakeskin Lake 

were mmpie, elm, birch, aspen, pine and alder. Furthermore, 

the Acadia Station had no extensive bodies of water with the 

aoncomittlnt aquatic vegetation as found at the Snakeskin 

area.

While the main bulk of the summmr feeding at Acadia 

appeared to be leaves of aspen, clover, and grasses, porcupine 

at Snakeskin Lake relished the leaves and stems of the wMte 

and yellow water lilies (Castalia, aim, and Nymmhaea snip.) and 

the arrow-head plants ( front..-.idania spp.) which bordered the 

many protected coves of the lake such as shown in Figures 9 

and 10. Deeppte the much greater popuuation of porcupine at 

Sna!ces]kin, evidence of porcupine attacks on the forest during 

the winter months was but a fraction of that encountered at 

the Acadia Station. This lack of damage evidence may have 

been due to the predominance of the faster healing deciduous 

types of trees at Snakeskin Lake. On only two regions of
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Figure 9 - Whte and yellow water lilies (Castalia spp. and
Nymphaea spp.) and arrow-head plants ;Pontederia 
spp.) growing in the shallow waters along the 
edge of Snakeskin Lake provide succulent food 
much sought by the porcupines of the area.

Figure 10 - Porcupine venture out considerable distances on 
submerged logs in order to acquire rich green 
water lily pads and arrow-head plants which they 
relish. The pictured animal continued to feed 
whhle the author stood less than five feet away 
for more than fifteen minutes.
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pitch pine (Plnus rigida Mill) was damage by porcupines 

found to be extensive. That porcupines may return year 

after year to the same trees was apparent from the differ

ence in colour of exposed sapwood and callus growths. Scar 

tissue too--perhaps because of its tenderness and high Bugar 

content--is particularly sought by the porcupine. In addi

tion to girdling and gnawing in patches, still another type 

of attack on trees was noted at the Accalia Station. Attacks 

here were inflicted on the tips of boughs of spruce and fir. 

Bxauninaaion of such coniferous boughs showed that they were 

but partly eaten and then dropped to the ground, where, it 

is felt, that they migit afford browsing maaerial for deer 

and rabbits when snow has made other such browse scarce. 

J.D. Cutis (1941) states that inspection of such connfer- 

ous branches noted by him showed ''that only the previous 

year's growth was eaten, sometimes commleeely, other times 

only paatially. Feeding of this kind is usually confined to 

the upper part of the crown where the branches are smaaler. 

Presumably the animal can remove a large pjrtion of the 

branch rt^hle bracing itself on the inner part nearest the 

tree. Furthermore, the succulent foliage is found near the 

bole high in the crown. Occaaionnaiy all of the side branch

es are pruned close to the bole near the top." An example of 

the upper region of a fir tree from which the extremities of 

numerous branches have been clipped by porcupine is seen in 

Figure 11.
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Figure 11 - Porcupine damage to a baleim fir. The main 
leader had been killed by girdling. In addition, 
the tips of many of the branches near the top 
have been capped by porcupine seeking the more 
tender portions of bark for food during the win
ter months when all ground vegetation lies 
covered by snow.
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The intensity of the porcupine attack was found also 

to vary from ldi species of trees to the ne:xt. This may sug

gest that the animal possesses a sense of taste and selective 

abiiities. AL1 stages from mere tamoridg bitit of some trees 

to stripping of iark from iase to tip of others were found at 

the Accalla Station, an example of the latter type ieing shown 

in Figure 12.

Figure 12 - An example of recent heavy damage iy porcupine 
feeding on the soft rnderbaik and cambium of red 
spruce. Approximiiely 90% of the iark from the 
main trunk had iiid removed. Trees so damaged 
have no chance of survival.
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At the Acadia Station the species of trees attacked 

by paroupiitr--listed here in descending order of frequency 

with which suoh attacks were recorded--were as follows:

Larch (Larix laric^a (Du Roi)K Kbo.)
Red Spruce (Picea rubens Sarg.)
Black Spruce (Picea mariana (Mill.) B S.P.)
Balsam Iir (Abies balstmea (L.) MH.)
Wire Birch (Betula popplifolia Maass.)
White Spruce (Picea glauca (1'oench) Voss)
Wite Pine (Pinus Strobus L.)
Ba stern (TnHa occ idennalis L.)
Hemlock (Isuga canadensis (L.) Ccar.)
Yellow Birch (Betula lutea f.)
Trem^bing Aspen (Populus tremuloides Michh.)

The above species do not occur in the same abundance 

throughout the Acadia Station. A more lengthy study of the 

coompastive effect of porcupine feeding on the forest trees 

of the Station appears in the 30 tables of the report pre

pared during that study--Radvanyi (1953)* !n this report the 

frequency of occurrence of trees of different diameeer at 

breast height was taken into consideration and thereby gives 

a better idea of the preferred tree species.

It is in the porcuppne’s quest for mineral salt that 

the animal becomes such a nuisance to mankind. Porcupine 

have been known to play havoc with deserted cottages--hhwing 

at practically anything which may have been touched by human 

hands and nay have on it the least trace of salt. Floors, 

rafters, doors and furniture, handles of axes, spades, oars 

and allmCnlmwarr are attacked. Figure 13 shows a portion of 

an aluminum stake used in marking the cm’ners of working plan 

survey plots on the Acadia Station. The imprints of the inci 
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aor tuth appear clearly on the chewed surfices and match

ilmot exactly the corresponding teeth of n pjrccappne's

lower jawbone shown st lower right;. An electrical hirdness

test onrfomnd on the stake give n reading of 88-92 Rockwell

F or 89-98 Brenel, indicating the is one of the strong

est aluminum alloys. Whle st the Snakeekin Like location, 

porcupine made reputed attacks on the oamboSte--cheeing st 

the ^1^ keel strip of the canoe and the tent itself. 

Preston (1948) describes the glass sides of several catsup 

bottles chewed through by porcupines.

Figure 13 - A portion of in aluminum stake used in marking 
forest plots, chewed by silt-seeking porcupine. 
A lower jaw of n porcupine placed st lower 
right shows cIosi match between incisor size 
and teeth im^^ints on the chewed milal.
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Home Range of Porcupine

During the five weeks of study at the Snakeskin Lake 

location-ffoom June 8, 1953 0 0 July 10, 1953”"a total of 4J 

porcupines were captured, marked, and released. Thelf re

capture then should afford the basis of certain conclusions 

concerning the range of movemeets and hours of activity. Of 

these marked anieels, 20 porcuxinee-or 44% of all animals 

marked--were found again and identified at least once. TThe 

frequency with which the marked porcupines were found is 

shown in Table II below.

TABLS II
Frequency of re-identification of marked porcupine 

at Snakeskat Lake

N^mmer of Frequency of re-capture or
porcupines re-find after m^a^^^:ing Group

8 Once i
4 Mce 2
1 Three times 3
1 Four times 4
2 Five times 5
3 Six times 6
1 BUrtem times 13

Total 20 64

The time, location, identification, and activity of 

all porcupines encountered at Snakeskin Lake were recorded. 

A total of 223 observations on marked and unmarked porcupines 

were recorded. This total includes only one observation of 

any one porcupine per day and the time of observation con
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sidered is at the time of day at which the animal was first 

seen. Were the poosibllity existed that repeated counting 

of unmarked porcupine may be occurring, such observations were 

not included in the total number of oboorvations. Of the 2?3 

observations, 64 observations, or 37.7,' - of the total were on 

marked animaas*

In Figure 14 the number of observations of porcupines 

seen at least once during the field study period is plotted 

against the half hour intervals of a day. For example the 

total number of porcupines seen between the hours of 1 p.m. 

and H30 p.m. over the five weeks period was 9» the total be

tween 1:30 p.m. and 2 p.m. was also 9--six animals active and 

three non-active. The observations have been recorded as 

both active and nonnacjtive. Active porcupine refers to those 

animals seen either feeding along the shoreline, in the clear

ing of the abandoned farm, or travelling from one location to 

another without stopping to feed. These also include porcu

pine encountered in the immediate vicinity of the camp at 

practically all hours of the night. Noonaative observations 

refers to those animals found either sleeping or resting up 

in the trees. Also in Figure 14 I have indicated, by the 

solid line, the total hours of my observations during the five 

weeks period, superimposed upon the hours of one day. The 

broken line indicates what I have chosen to call the "Find 

Potennid". This is a m^e^j^i^ire of the success with which por

cupines were seen, as based on the stated number of observa-
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Figure 14 - Graph showing the total number of porcupines 
encountered at Snakeskin Lake over the five 
weeks of field study in June and July. The 
solid line represents total hours of observa
tions. "Find Pooennial" indicated by the 
broken line, represents no. of animals seen/ 
no. of hours of observation.

tions and numbers of animals seen for the first time during 

the day. The values indicated by the broken line were ob

tained by the following formula:

The scale for the "Find Poteettal" occurs on the right of 

the graph. During the neriod 12:30 to 1:00 a.m. more than 

one animal was seen during each hour of observation at that 

particular time of day. The poennial find value here was 

13O and is indicated by a break in the graph and the value
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bracketed..

In Figure 15, the date of marking, the date of re

finding, and the distance travelled from the point at whioh 

the animal had last been observed, have been summrized in 

graphic form for the twenty marked porcupine which were 

found again at least once. For example, P^, marked on 

June 11th and released, was not found until June 2Jth. At 

this time it was one-half mile from the point at which it had 

been marked fourteen days earlier. The same animal was found 

only once more, twelve days later and now one-quuater mile 

from the point at which it had been noted on June 25th. This 

third point could be either back toward the first or further 

away from it.

Figure 15 - Graph showing summary of data concerning observa
tions of 20 marked porcupines released and re
located to determine range of movermens. Graph 
shows date of marking and distances travelled 
by the animals between times of location.
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Figure 16 - Graph showing relationship between frequencies of 
recapture of marked porcupine and distances trav
elled between times of re-location of the animals. 
Encircled numbers under the curve line represent 
number of times observed porcupine were recaptured
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In Figure 16 the 64 il-findt of the twenty marked 

porcupines hive been plotted against the ditt1.iol between 

consecutive observants. The encircled nubbirt below the 

curve line of the graph indicate to which group of observa

tions the animals belong is outlined in Table II. For 

nxamp0n, porcupine which had travelled inelquu1tli mile be

tween observations include the following: two of the animals 

which hid been rl-C1otured or found but once after having 

bun m^^rked (or one such animal could hive travelled the one- 

quarter mile between observations on two different occasions), 

two which hid been found twice after having been marked, 

thru of the porcupines found four times, two of the dnnt 

found five times, nnd two of the porcupines found six times.

This same means of group distinction is used in 

Figure 17. On this graph the days between consecutive finds 

of each of the twenty marked porcupine is plotted against 

the distance they hid travelled during the interval since 

the last observation. Again the distance travelled has been 

arranged in the four groups of O-3OO yards, 1-mile, ^-mile, 

nnd 1£‘-mie. Because the mdc^o^r.ty of the observations occur 

within the first group, only in the part of the graph indi

cating this range his n solid line bun included to join the 

maximum nu^^^(^:r of observations per unit of day intervals be

tween observations. A summary of the data portrayed in

Figure 17 occurs in Table III.
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Figure 17 - Graph to show relationship between distances 
travelled by marked porcupine and the days 
between recaptures or repeat observation. 
Data based on observations at Snakeskin Lake.
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TABLE III
Days between consecutive observations-MMaxirnim recorded move
ment relationship, based on porcupine observations at Snake

  skin Lake 
Days between consecutive observations

Movement 1 - 9 10 - 19 20 - 26 £
O-3OO yds. 9 1 10

i-mi. n 1 4

mi • 1 2 1 4

1-r-mi • 2 2

Experimeena!

In the laboratory studies, the activity of both the 

male and the female porcupine was recorded under various con

ditions and for varied lengths of time. Because only one set 

of apparatus was available, the two animals were studied al

ternately. A greater number of records, however, were made 

using the larger male animal. The three types of conditions 

under which activity was recorded were: (1) outside normal, 

i.e. in the open unheated room, (2) with the animal enclosed 

in the large box with the light on continuously, and (3) in 

the same location as (2) but in comeletl darkness. The male 

animal was subjected to each of these connd-ti-ons from four to 

seven days before activity records were taken. Only whole 

consecutive days of activity were analyzed for the final analy

sis. For the male aeieel--"Uncle Baldw^n.-ten days of record

ing during Novemmer and December, un^e:r coneitioes of outside 
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normal, were made. During Appil and May eleven daye of the 

same animal were recorded unc^e:r conmtions of constant illu

mination. Finally during the latter part of May, eight da.ye 

of activity under conditions of constant darkness were 

recorded.

Using the female porcupine-^Minnie^-eight days of 

outside normal activity were recorded during December, and 

five more during May. After an introductory period, only two 

days of recording under constant illumination were obtained 

for this animal during the first week of June. Imneddaaely 

following this, studies were begun at Snakeskin Lake. Time 

did not permit recording activity of the female porcupine in 

conntant darkness.

In the analysis of the activity records, the percent

age of an hour during which activity had been registered was 

calculated from the kymmgraph record sheets. The average for 

each hour of the day over the experimeenal series was calcu

lated end plotted in the following figures. In Figure 18 were 

plotted the hourly averages for the male porcupine under con

ditions of outside normal, continuous light, and continuous 

darkness. The activity for the female porcupine under outside 

normal and continuous light conditions is plotted in Figure 

19. A cw^T^pa^ison of the activity of the two animals under 

outside normal conations is shown in Figure 20. Here the 

average of the December and May activities of the female are 

considered as being representative of her movemeens under
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Figure 18 - Activity record of the male porcupine used in 
laboratory study.

Figure 19 - Activity record of the female porcupine in the 
laboratory.
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outside conditions. Similarly the activity of the two ani

mals under continuous light is shown in Figure 21.

Figure 20 - Comparison of activity of the male and emale 
porcupines under conditions of outside normt 1.

21 - Comparison of the activity of the male and female
Figure 21 under conditions of constant illumina

tion.
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In an attempt to determine whether or not the period

icity of aotivity in porcupine might not occur over a greater 

than 24-hour period, hourly activity of the male porcupine 

over the ten days of continuous recording during December was 

plotted on one graph. Little or no periodicity could be seen 

to occur in the graph. The maaeeial was then re-analized and 

five hour running averages of activity then plotted against 

time. 6 a.m. and 6 p.m. were considered as initial hours of

daylight and evening respectively. The smoothed graph appears 

in Figure 22.

Figure 22 - Continuous activity recording of the male porcu
pine over a ten day period. Five hour running 
averages of the original data have been taken to 
smoothen the curve. Accivity is under conditions 
of outside normal.



DISCUSSION

Field Studleg

The Snakeakin Lake area proved to be an ideal location 

for the study of porcupine ecology. EiXibiting conditions of 

dense forest, abandoned farmland, s^amj^s, barren outcrops of 

rock, and shoreline, an excellent opportunity was found to 

study the animals in a varied series of habitats. Although 

this field study lasted but five weeks, yet the number of ani

mals present and the methods employed in marking end searching 

them appear to have provided very usable data.

Spencer (1950) among other authors, maintains that 

porcupine are nocturnal in habbt. In my observations at Snake

skin Lake during the study period here considered, I did not 

find this to be the case. I feel that such a genieaiizitiri 

ought to be considered with reservation. It is realized that 

this field study is based on but a limited area approximaaely 

four miles along the E-W direction of the lake and a mile 

either north or south of the shoreline. Also the time was 

limited bo only five weeks. Yet because the area studied was 

sufficient to encompass the greatest range of many of the ani

mals marked and since observations did occur to some degree 

over the whole twenty-four hours of the day, it must be accep

ted that although the porcupine may be nocturnal, they are

77
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frequently active during the greater part of the daylight 

hours aa w^H.

Figure 14 reveils malor peaks of porcupine observa- 

tidil occurring it 11 a.m., 2 p.m., 4 p.m*, 8:30 p.m., and 

12:30 im. Although the malor peaks in the hours of observa

tions (is indicated by the solid line) occur st almost the 

same hours of the dny, yet the distribution of the nrbbert of 

hours of observations was greater than the distribution of 

the number of porcupines found. Several notable deviations 

from such n ill1t0onshio exist.

Puzzled nnd curious as to why I was unable to locate 

porcupines during the early hours after sunrise, I hid delib

erately made several excursions across the lake to search 

iress near which I hid most frequently observed porcupines 

during other hours of the day. During these early hours n 

thiok fog of 15'20 foot depth lay over the whole lake and 

surrounding forest. Only the upper reaches of the taller 

trees extended beyond the limits of the fog blanket. On no 

occasion, despite such early searches, was I able to liO1tl 

porcupines between the hours of 5 • and £1x30 am. A possi

ble suggestion for this apparent abtenoe of nn-imals may be 

associated with the p)S8ilill effect which the ground fog may 

hive in softening the quuils of the porcupine. Then, too, 

the morning period may be n preferred hour for sluping by 

the porcupine. Twent'three of the 35, or 65%, of the porcu

pine found between the hours imnmdiilely after sunrise and
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noon were found sleeping or resting in the taller trees of 

the surrounding forest. The earliest observation after sun

rise on active porcupines found feeding either in the clear

ing or along the lake shore occurred at 10:30 a.m. With 

three notable exceptions, at 5 a.m. to 8:30 a.m., 5*30 p.m. 

to 6:30 p.m. and at 3'3® a’m. to 4 a.m., one or more porcu

pines were observed during each hour of the day over the 

five weeks period. The greatest peak of activity in the 

natural habbtat (as based on the greatest number of porcu

pines observed) appeared to occur in the early hours of the 

afternoon, with lesser peaks during late afternoon and Just 

before sunset. In spite of my attempts to stagger my meal 

hours and the more than seventeen accumuuated hours of search 

between 5*3® p.m. and 6:30 p.m., yet at this time of the day 

no porcupine could be located either along the lake shoreline 

or in the forest. Were the animals disappear at that hour 

is a myssery. I can but suggest that the porcupine may have 

retreated to the forest shelter and due to the lengthening of 

the shadows, fail^ to be detected. Although unproven in 

this investigation, it has been suggested by other individuals 

working on similar ecological problems that the rate of change 

in atmospheric pressure may influence the animals’ behaviour 

to a considerable degree at certain times of the day--particu- 

larly at dawn and dusk. This may account in part for the lack 

of observations at those hours. On thirteen occasions por

cupine were found resting or sleeping during the afternoon 
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The majority of the porcupine observed between the hours of 

6:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. were seen feeding on the aquatic 

vegetation along the shoreline. Several of these porcupines 

were observed and foioowed by canoe from approximately 8S3O 

p.m. until after midnigit. From 10 p.m. through to the fol

lowing morning, other porcupines observed were encountered 

within several hundred feet of the oamp. These animals in

vaded the camp area to feed on the aquatic vegetation. They 

frequently necessitated my arising as often as four times in 

one night in order to make observations and to prevent re

peated attacks by the animals on the canoe and tent. Because 

of the limitations enforced by the hours of darkness, and 

because more frequently then than at other hours search was 

made in response to definite indications that porcupines were 

present, the find potennial curve would lie,, as might be 

expected, at its greatest peak during the night hours. It 

obtained a value of I3O between the hours of 12:30 and 1:00 

a.m., i.e., 1.3 times as many pjrcupines were found at that 

hour than hours during which they were observed. Since I had 

defined the find potential as the number of animals seen dlvi- 

ded by the number of hours of observation, the ratio would 

naturally have a value of zero during those hours in which I 

was unable to locate any porcupine.
In figure 15 I have atemmpted to summaize the data 

obtained on each of the twenty of the forty-five porcupine 

which had been marked and found at least once. The maximum
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nu^t^b^r of ti^mes one animal was found repeatedly was thirteen. 

The animal in question was an animal of about one to two

years of age (judging by size alone). On no occasion was 

this animal found more than 3OO yards from what appeared to 

be the preferred area of Weet Cove, iigit other porcupine 

were observed but once after having been marked. Two of 

these, however, were among the animals painted during my 

last ten days at Snakeskin Lake, and therefore, should not 

be considered on equal basis with those painted during the 

first few weeks of the study.

I should further add that the apparent lack of addi

tional animals being marked between the period of June 20 to 

30 was not due primirily to my inability to locate the ani

mals, but rather due to my having used up the supply of mark

ing paint. Addtional paint was received on June 30.

Whle Couch (1932) and Monson (1948) refer to finding 

of porcupine in desert areas 50 and 120 miles respectively 

from forested regions, theie are exceptional instances. 

Schoonmaker (1938) makes reference to three observations on 

the home range of porcupinq based upon repeated investiga

tions by that author to the same general locality. The 

maximum distance he foioowed one porcupine during May was 

| mies. As shown in Figure 16, j6 of the 64 repeated obser

vations on marked porcupine occurred at a range of one quarter 

mie or less. Forty-five of the 64 marked porcupine observa

tions were on animals which had travelled less than 3OO yards 
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from the point at which they had last been seen. On six 

occasions porcupine were found to have travelled approximate

ly i mile between the time at which I had located them. In 

only two instances were porcupine found to hove travelled 

more than 14- mies, Both having been painted along the south

ern shore of the lake near the fam clearing, Pg and P^? had 

reached the western extremity of the lake in 17 and 10 days 

respectively.

Although it is certain that the abundance of aquatic 

vegetation bordering the lake may have attracted the porcupine 

to it and thereby influencing the animl's feeding habits, it 

is, on the other hand, still problematic as to what influence 

the lake may have had on limiting the travel of the animas. 

P4, seen in Figure 23, when first observed was in the process 

of swimming across the lake. The animal was forced to turn 

back to the south shore, painted, and then released. Two 

weeks later the same animal was found several hundred yards 

beyond the north shore. Because the porcupine was found al- 

moot directly across the lake from the point at which it had 

been marked, and because it had been caught the first time in 

the very act of swimming across, it was concluded that the 

animal had repeated the attempt rather than gone around the 

end of the lake and back to where it was later found. To have 

gone around the lake would have meant a travelled distance of 

approximately i miles, whereas to have swum directly across 

and move to the point at which it was found involved a minimum 
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of but a little more than * mile. In the majority of the 

cases, however, the observations at Siakeskln Lake suggest a 

limited range during the summer months at least.

Figure 23 - P4, one of several porcupine observed swimning at 
Snakeskin Lake. The pictured animal was captured, 
marked, and then released. Fourteen days later, 
the same animal was found JOO yards beyond the far 
shore of the lake.

Porcupines which had travelled one-half mile between consecu

tive observations included P^* P3, P4, P&, and Pjj* Of these 

only one repeat observation had been made on P^, Pj, and Pj. 

No further information was obtained on these particular ani

mals to determine whhther further travel would have been of 

an adddtive or a back-tracking nature. Between the time that 

P4 had been marked and the time at which it was again located, 

the animal had travelled slightly more than one-half mile--in 

this case, presumably across the lake. On the next occasion, 

which was also the last the animal was observed, it had again 
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moved another quarter mile. Tile however, was in ad^tim to 

its former range. The animal was now three-quarters of a 

mile from where it had originally been marked. P^c on the 

other hand, after having been marked, was seen on three occa

sions within a few hundred feet of the original point of ob

servation. On the fourth occasion, the animal was foioowed 

by canoe as it travelled more than a half mile along the 

shoreline. The observation lasted from 8:30 p»m. or^ml well 

after midnight at which time the animal entered the forest 

and was lost from view. The same animal was found the next 

moomlng making its way back along the same path foioowed the 

night before. By mid afternoon it had returned to the point 

from which the travel had originated. This was, therefore, 

an example of travel in which the distance covered between 

observations was not of an adddtive tyre.

From Figure 17» there does not appear to exist any 

clear-cut correlation between the number of days between con

secutive observations on marked animals on the one hand and 

the distance travelled by these animals on the other hand. 

The maximum time between consecutive observations on animals 

which had apparently travelled less than 3OO yards was 1J days. 

It was realized, however, that thia cannot be taken to indicate 

that cuch animals had not travelled greater distances. They 

could very readily have done so and returned to within the 3OO 

yard range before the next observation. A minimum of one day 

and a maximum of fourteen days interval was seen to occur 

among porcupine found within a range of one-quuater of a mile.
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One might expect greater intervals of time to be required for 

these slow moving orlstuils to traverse greater ilttsiolt. 

Here, however, individuality becomes n factor of increasing 

ibpodtanoe. Whi^r^ns on 13 occasions (not 13 animals) s rang! 

of lass than 3OO yards hid bnnn nx-iibited in uiit time, yet 

on four occasions . mill nnd on one occasion . mile had bnnn 

traversed in thi same period of timi. On the other hand, 23 

days of seirching pissed bntwnnn the time of marking and lio1- 

ting of P£ st one-half mile distant. Much would depend upon 

the inolii1tlois of the animals thnm^^lves, the nature of the 

immldatn environment in which the animal had bnnn marked, nnd 

upon the frequency with which these particular aress of the 

forest were searched. Although nn attempt was made to alter

nate the sreis in which searoh was to bn made inch day, nnver- 

thllltt, the observation on Pg is significant in that it 

occurred within nn irea which was searched with is much fre

quency is nny other location.

Because thi forty-five porcupine hnd not bnnn marked 

st the same time, it was felt that the Lincoln Index could not 

bn used to calculate the porcupine pi^olUatiii in the study sria 

st Snakeskin Lake. Baaing my calculations on n known total 

number of animals encountered for the first time each dny over 

the five weeks period, nnd on the number of porcupines marked, 

I would estimati that between 80 nnd 100 animals inhibited the 

light square miles studied.

Although it hnd bnnn 1atioio1ted that informr-tion of 
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value concerning the hourly activities of individual porcu

pine would have aided in a better understanding of th® ecol

ogy of the animals, yet the preparation of such "porcupine 

wag soon found to be quite impreatical. Dense vege

tation too readily accorded concealment to the animals as 

soon ae they entered the woods. Nor did the author posRens 

binoculars at the time of the field study to be used in ob

serving from a greater distance.

In eummary it me.y be stated that from the Information 

based on the methode employed during the five weeks of study 

during mid summer at Snakeskin Lake, the mac^o^ity of the 

porcupines appear to eXhbbt a home range of 1 or lees.

gx^erimental Studies

In the experimental studies, the percentages of hourly 

activity of the male porcupine under the three laboratory 

conations was plotted against the hours of a day. T>is is 

shown in Figure 18. Under each of the conditions employed 

there does not appear to be any precise regularity in the num

ber of hours between the maaor peaks of activity'. Severel 

reasons nay be suggested which mi^it in pert account for this 

seeming lack of a more exacting periodicity, First, the period!- 

city, if present, may have been influenced by factors which 

themselves are divorced from the 24-hour cycles. Secondly, 

several factors inherent in the procedures foioowed may have 

been of a m>re influential nature than hed been anticipated
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at the time of the study. O^ maaor consequence among these 

was the necessitated procedure of feeding the animal and 

changing the record sheets at 9:00 a.m. each day. It is 

felt, therefore, that the peaks of activity occurring iranmed- 

ttlly after this period display only feeding movemene8.

Also it is pncee■ttie as to what degree this enforced feeding 

hour influenced the activity of the flm^j.n(i0^ of the day. 

A fresh quanmty of apples and soda biscuits were given to 

the animals each day at this time. These were geneeally con

sumed by noon. A continuous supply of dog checkers, upon 

which the porcupine fed with little less appends, was main

tained by means of a self-feeding apparatus within the cage.

The male animal appeared to exihbit mao^ peaks of 

activity near noon and midnight, with a m^aior decline midway 

between the peakB. U^nike the activity periods of laboratory 

mce, however, which gradually build up to a peak and then de- 

oliel rapidly, the activity of the porcupine was found to 

reach its peak quickly and then diminish at a much slower 

rate. From midnight to dawn activity declines rapidly. Under 

ooneitioes of continuous light and darkness the activity was 

greatly reduced and was not only out of phase with one another 

but also out of phase with the outside activity. A mm re con

sistent level of activity, however, was metntaieed over the 

whole day.

A much closer correlation appears to exist when the 

outside activity here recorded in the laboratory is compared 

with observations recorded on activity of porcupine in the 
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field. Coppt: Figure 14 and 18. With variations of one to 

two hours, the m^ao^r peaks of the field obBervatinns--nnturritg 

at 11 a.m., 2 p.m., 4 p.m., 8:30 p.m., and 2:30 a.m^-are 

matched by those found to ocour in the laboratory under con

ditions here described as "outside normaa*. With certain 

possible limitations, therefore, it would appear that the 

basic activity of the animal had not been greatly changed by 

restrictoons imposed by the laboratory methods.

The same type of field-laboratory correlation appears 

to exist in the activity of the female pjrcupine shown in Fig

ure 14 and 19* Here again the mfor peaks at 11 a.m., 3 p.m., 

5 p.m., and 9 P«m» each occur within one hour of the corres

ponding field observation. As with the male animal, peaks of 

activity vary in occurrence from two to four hours. Also here 

too, the activity unc^e:r cond^^ns of constant iltlmitttint are 

much reduced. Anoher field-laboratory co relation may be sug

gested from the activity recorded of the female porcupine.

Just as an increase of activity in the spring of the year might 

be expected in the field, so also the activity under outside 

normal tnnclitiots in the laboratory during May showed a great 

increase over corresponding activity recorded during Decemjer. 

In the tnmept•itnn of the results obtained in the laboratory, 

the mfor peaks of activity during these two separated mentht 

appear to correspond more closely to one another during the 

late afternoon and night hours than they do during the morning 

and early afternoon.
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The comieaiBon of the outside normal activity of the 

male and the female porcupines 1b shown in Figure 20 whhle a 

similar co^j^aaison under conditions of constant illiminatl^on 

occurs in Figure 21. At first glance it would appear that 

the activity of the male is surpassed by that of the female 

and that the ms^or peaks of activity do not occur at the same 

hours for the two anlmeas. The activity of the female porcu

pine represented here is the average of the activity recorded 

during December and May. To have taken such a value as being 

representative may perhaps have been unfortunate. A striking 

similarity in activity is seen, however, if the whole pattern 

exiibited by the male were to be shifted two hours to the 

left on the graph, i.e., should the peaks for the male occur 

two hours eaalier. In doing bo, five of the six maaor peaks 

of activity of the male animal are found to occur at the same 

intervals as do those of the female. Tiis, however, because 

of the sm^ll number of records obtained, ought to be attribu

ted to coincidence--! least unnil a greater number of statis

tically significant records are obtained. On the other hand, 

a riihft of activity curve may be justifiable to commennate for 

the earlier hours of darkness during the period over which 

experiiindation using the male animal had been carried, out.

That a periodicity of activity, irregular though it 

be, does exist in the porcupine is seen when the hourly activ

ity over several days is considered. The ten days of recorded 

outside normal activity of the male porcupine was plotted in 
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a continuous series and smoothed by taking five hour running 

averages. The result is shown in Figure 22. The conditions 

of night and day appear below the activity curve. Whle one 

or more major peaks of activity appear to occu^ during the 

day and during the night, these peaks are not connsstently 

higher in one or the other of these two mao:r periods. Nor 

does there appear any consistency in the time at which the 

peaks occur during the day or night.
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From the result of the studies on the porcupine at 

the Accalia Station, at Snakeskin Lake, and the experimental 

studies at McMaaser Unnverssty, several points of interest 

were evident. First, there appears to be considerable corre

lation between the activity data obtained in the field studies 

and those obtained in the laboratory. Within one to two hour 

limits, the maojr peaks of activity were found generally to 

occur at the same hours of the day-’-the greatest peak at 2 p.Bi

and lesser peaks at 11 a.m., 4-J p.m., 7-9 p.m., and near mid

night.

Several limitations regarding methods employed should 

also be considered. In the field studies at Sniakeskin Lake, 

the mWon'lty of the animals were found to ex'ihbit ranges of a 

quarter mile or less. This value appears to be reliable and 

agrees with the work of other authors stated. It must be re- 

membbred, however, that this study was made at the edge of a 

lake, and although considerable portion of the app^ox:im^ai^:ly 

eight square miles surrounding the camipite, yet the very 

presence of the lake with its crncoImbteait aquatic vegetation 

would very likely have served to attract porcupine and thereby 

limits ^8’*^ the summer range. On the other hand, proof 

that such is the case, is also lacking. It can but be
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suggested that the actual ring! of the animal would bn influ

enced to n degree by the timin, avvrlability of preferred 

foods, nnd other habitants of the study aril or nny other 

study iris. 7©r comb0enene8s, it ia felt that simisr studies 

should on made it different seasons of the year within thn 

same locality and in iress which differ in respect to vngn-

tation nnd terrain.

Another factor which would bn of grist interest to 

determine is n method of marking porcupines, or other odmppr- 

1^1 animals, in n manner 3uch as that used in this study but 

which would bn retained over several years, thus enabling n 

rang! study over n greater period of timi. The rapid mooting 

of the cngnd animals in thi spring caet doubt as to whether 

the m^rrk:ing methods used st Snakeskin Lnkn could bn applicable 

in nn extended study over several years. Thn use of paint 

rather than iir tigs has the aivdntdg! of enabling idlniifio1- 

tiii of the animal without ilceesSt1tiig actual iio1pture.

Within thi time of the field study, no close correla

tion could bn found to exist between thn distance n porcupine 

hnd travelled and the number of days which hnd lapsed since 

the animal hid been list siin. Within fifteen days, marked 

animals hnd bnnn found st liO1tiiit revealing variations from 

lies than 3OO yards to those which hud travelled morn than 1.5 

mils. No marked animal was found to have travalled n distance 

greater thin 1.5 mils during thi period of thi study. The 

observer, on the other hand, hnd made repe1tei searching trips 

of five to six mills per day.
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Several inevitable factors were encountered in the 

experimeenal aspect of the activity study; it is realized 

that some of these may have had undetermined influences upon 

the final results. For a more extensive study, more than 

two animals should have been used. Also the records ought 

to have been simultaneous rather than alternating for the 

different animals used. The number of days of consecutive 

recordings under conations of constant illumination and con

stant darkness were not as great as those during which ac

tivity was recorded under outside normal conations. More 

records under these two circumstances might have served to 

give a more equi-table compparson. The results obtained do 

show a marked decrease of activity under both the conations 

of constant illmidatiod and constant darkness. As with out

side normal, the three to four hour interval between peaks 

of activity is maintained but with less regHarity. The 

greatest peaks of activity generally occur once during the 

day and once during the night, but the exact hour at which 

these occur varies considerably. In other words, although a 

perioddeity does exist in the activity of the porcupine, 

information gained from the experimennal studies suggests that 

the periodicity may be governed by factors other than light 

and temperature. One such factor may be that of a normal 

maahemaaical cycle inherent in numbers themselves. Such fac

tors may become more clearly defined with the compeeeiod of 

much more extensive studies now begun on exper^ann^ studies 

of the behaviour of porcupines.
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